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a good way to learn an opening system is to study games from the tables of an opening line. for example if you play the slav, russian or ch, spanish, you should study games to learn these openings. the basic question you ask yourself in this context is "how often have i
played these lines? how often do i play the sicilian or the french myself? fceic is the chess opening project of the internet chess club. this is a totally open database, which is also very detailed. the database contains about 1,000,000 positions in 1500 games from the

opening stage up to the endgame and all moves are annotated. the database can be accessed through the chess opening projects of the chessbase pro products. houdini chess is a database which is increasingly updated. it is under the management of houdini chess and
is focused on opening play. it was begun in 2005 and started with a collection of about 10,000 games. the database is formed as follows: the chessbase program is used to record the opening moves. you play the game and record the moves with the chessbase and

record all replies and the next move in the database. to be more precise: only the moves of the player who captured in the game are recorded. all other moves (move of the attacker, and so on) are not entered. in this way you can really watch every move at any board
and decide whether you want to play them. you can check the moves in the opening against the moves to your opponent's position, or the moves to a fixed opening position. you can also score the game yourself, as well as analyse the possible variations. this is a very

detailed database, but in most cases in an opening is the only database you need in order to train your openings. 5ec8ef588b
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